Eco Bath and Shower Cleaner
Suitable for cleaning all smooth, wipeable household surfaces. Natural orange oil lends the cleaner a fresh, fruity fragrance, a bright color, and is effective against stubborn dirt and grease.

Order no. 0140, 17 fl. oz.
Order no. 0142, 1.3 Gal

Orange Cleaner
Suitable for cleaning all smooth, wipeable household surfaces. Natural orange oil lends the cleaner a fresh, fruity fragrance, a bright color, and is effective against stubborn dirt and grease.

Order no. 1956, 17 fl. oz.
Order no. 1958, 1.3 Gal

Eco Window Cleaner
For the quick and easy cleaning of all glass surfaces, including car windows, mirrors and tiles.

Order no. 1906, 17 fl. oz.
Order no. 1904, 1.3 Gal

Orange Vegetable Soaps
A mild, gentle liquid organic soap for washing your hands in a practical and attractive dispenser. Also suitable for body care. Does not contain synthetic surfactants, coloring or preservatives. Available in the fragrances lavender-olive, citrus-olive and peach-olive.

Lavender-Olive
Order no. 7716, 10 fl. oz.
Order no. 7716, 34 fl. oz.

Citrus-Olive
Order no. 7836, 10 fl. oz.
Order no. 7816, 34 fl. oz.

Peach-Olive
Order no. 7936, 10 fl. oz.
Order no. 7916, 34 fl. oz.

Organic Soap Bars
What makes these soaps made from vegetable oil stand out is their creamy lather and their unique scent through the addition of pure essential oils. Manufactured from organic vegetable raw materials. Available in 3.5 oz bars.

Lavender
Order no. 19001
Almond
Order no. 19002
Lime Tree Blossoms
Order no. 19003
Sandalwood
Order no. 19004
Verbena
Order no. 19005
Lemongrass
Order no. 19006
Wild Rose
Order no. 19007
Cinnamon-Orange
Order no. 19008

The SODASAN Story
More than 25 years ago, Kerstin Stromberg and Jürgen Hack decided to come up with an alternative to traditional cleaning products.

In the beginning they had a vision — the development of cleaning agents made from natural raw materials that do not pollute the environment either during their manufacture or after their use.

They developed alternative products for the growing number of critical consumers who wanted to act responsibly in their own households.

Today, SODASAN products are easy to use and effective, and their cleaning performance is excellent. They preserve our resources and our waters.

THE PRINCIPLES we adhere to in the manufacture of our products for you:

ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
We use organically grown vegetable raw materials and comply with the strict organic certification standards set down by the European Union (control no. DE-0197-W).

Our products also bear the EcoGarantie label, which attests to their compliance with international ecological standards.

SKIN-FRIENDLY & EFFECTIVE
All products that come into contact with the skin have been dermatologically tested. We do not use enzymes, chlorine-based ingredients or synthetic perfumes.

HOLISTIC PRODUCTION
We are committed to a sustainable and responsible method of production.

100% of the power we receive from Greenpeace Energy is clean, and we contribute to the reduction of CO₂ by funding reforestation projects worldwide.

In the beginning they had a vision — the development of cleaning agents made from natural raw materials that do not pollute the environment either during their manufacture or after their use.

They developed alternative products for the growing number of critical consumers who wanted to act responsibly in their own households.

Today, SODASAN products are easy to use and effective, and their cleaning performance is excellent. They preserve our resources and our waters.
**Color Sensitive**
SODASAN Color Sensitive contains no perfumes and is therefore ideal for people with sensitive skin or allergies.

**Color**
The perfect liquid detergent for color laundry, especially when washing at low temperatures.

**Laundry**
I like my clothes to get really clean. With organic Sodasan detergents our shirts stay nice and white, and don’t smell like synthetic perfumes. And to top it all off, we’re doing something for the environment.

**Dishes**
“My dishes have to really shine! That’s why I use Eco Dishwasher Tabs from Sodasan. They don’t contain enzymes, phosphates or chlorine bleach, and yet the dishes still get perfectly clean.”

**Eco Clear Rinse**
Makes the water sheet off the dishes easily and prevents water spots. The skin-friendly composition protects your hands from drying out. Ingredients are 100% plant-based. This is an extremely effective concentrated dishwashing liquid.

**Eco Dishwashing Liquid**
Carefully cleans your dishes and ensures there are no streaks. The skin-friendly composition protects your hands from drying out. Ingredients are 100% plant-based. This is an extremely effective concentrated dishwashing liquid.

**Dishwashing Powder**

**Heavy Duty Scrub**
For a thorough and yet gentle cleansing of all hard surfaces, such as enamel, stainless steel, ceramics and ceramic stovetops. Contains no perfumes or preservatives. Great for marine applications.

**Order On Line:**
cleaningchemfree.com